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2 of 2 review helpful Tantra where is thy Sting By Michael McMahon Did Mr Rawson just explain the illusion of time 
Let me read that again And again As Tantra addresses the great mysteries of existence there s bound to be some 
interpretive wobble room But count on Professor R an artist and scholar for the clearest most concise essays on 
difficult subjects I ll have a look at anything this paragon of clear th With more than two million copies sold in more 
than a dozen languages the Art Imagination series provides illustrated introductions by distinguished writers and 
scholars to the worlds of mythology symbols and sacred traditions This classic series has now been redesigned and 
reformatted for a new generation of readers and it launches with the following four titles Tantra is a set of beliefs and 
practices that originates in India and combine About the Author The late Philip Rawson wrote many books on Asian 
art and culture 
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